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Howard “Chris” Davis is vice president, Systems Sustainment and Software 
business unit for the Global Sustainment and Modernization division of Northrop Grumman’s Defense 
Systems sector – a provider of broad-spectrum critical technology services, sustainment and 
modernization solutions, integrated battle command systems, and tactical weapons and information 
systems, focused on evolving threats and quick-turn requirements for a wide variety of national security, 
military and civilian customers. 

In this role,  Davis has responsibility for all aspects the business unit’s portfolio, including leading and 
executing the development of growth strategies, customer relationships, and the long range strategic plan 
and annual operating plan for units at Lake Charles, Louisiana, Warner-Robins, Georgia and in the United 
Kingdom.  Additionally, he is responsible for program execution and performance to internal and external 
customers with regards to cost, schedule and technical performance.   

Davis joined Northrop Grumman in 2015 following a 28-year career in the U.S. Air Force, retiring at the 
rank of colonel.  From 2015 through 2019, Davis served as director of the Maintenance and 
Modernization operating unit in the legacy Technology Services sector.  He brings extensive experience 
with a multifaceted background in acquisition, logistics, maintenance, test, sustainment, foreign military 
sales, and top-level networking.  He held a number of key positions in the U.S. military including, chief of 
staff of U.S. Air Force Life Cycle Management Center, logistics director for the U.S. Army-led Combined 
Security Transition Command – Afghanistan, and commander of the Robins Air Force Base Acquisition 
Wing.     

Davis earned a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering from Florida State/Florida A&M University 
(1985) and master’s degrees in strategic studies from the U.S. Air War College (2004), national security & 
strategy from the U.S. Naval War College (2001), and business administration & management from 
Central Michigan University (1981).  Chris received U.S. Department of Defense Certifications in Program 
Management, Logistics Management, Test and Evaluation, and Engineering during his 23 years in 
acquisition.   

Northrop Grumman solves the toughest problems in space, aeronautics, defense and cyberspace to meet 
the ever-evolving needs of our customers worldwide. Our 97,000 employees define possible every day 
using science, technology and engineering to create and deliver advanced systems, products and 
services. 

 

 

 


